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Abstract
The scenarios for journal articles that contain more than one language are no longer (and 
never really were) limited to having an article’s title, abstract, and keywords translated to 
additional languages. Journal Article Tag Suite (JATS) currently has a variety of structures 
for tagging articles that are in multiple languages or have substantial amounts of content 
in more than one language. However, these structures are not all coherent and are not up 
to the tasks of handling some common use cases. A subcommittee of the National Infor-
mation Standards Organization (NISO) JATS Standing Committee (with participation 
from members of the Standards Tag Suite (STS) and Book Interchange Tag Suite (BITS) 
committees and some other invited experts) was formed, in 2021, with the goal of recom-
mending changes to JATS to enable it to usefully encode multilingual articles. The sub-
committee has recommended a set of changes that introduce new structures that can be 
available to JATS users who need them while minimizing the burden JATS users who 
rarely deal with multilingual content. Most of these changes are backward compatible with 
earlier versions of JATS. These changes are currently a work in progress and may become 
available in a future version of JATS. This paper presents a proposal for improving JATS to 
better support tagging multilingual articles with the hope of garnering feedback and sug-
gestions from the JATS community.
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Introduction

The scholarly publishing community is becoming increasingly aware of the need for support-
ing multilingualism in journal publishing to enable inclusion and to reach global audiences. 
The National Information Standards Organization (NISO) Journal Article Tag Suite (JATS) 
Standing Committee and a subcommittee on multilingual content started a project, in 2021, to 
recommend changes that could be made in a future version of JATS to offer better ways of tag-
ging journal articles that are in multiple languages or have substantial amounts of the content 
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in more than one language. The team that undertook this 
project, which included members of the NISO JATS Standing 
Committee and other invited experts, gathered and examined 
examples of journal articles that contain more than one lan-
guage. The project team began with a “fresh eyes” perspective 
and tried to produce a way for people who have documents in 
multiple languages to encode information about the languag-
es used, the relationships among the multiple versions of a 
portion of the document, and the expected use of these docu-
ments or document portions, without imposing a substantial 
burden on JATS users who do not have multilingual docu-
ments. The resulting proposal is being presented in this paper 
with the hope of sparking discussion and feedback from JATS 
users who work with multilanguage content. 

This paper begins by providing a review of the language 
support that is currently available in JATS (version 1.3 and 
earlier versions). Next, the proposal is presented in which new 
attributes are added to existing elements to identify alternative 
language versions of text, and the concept of language groups 
is introduced. The proposal also describes a new metadata el-
ement and changes to a few existing elements to better sup-
port journal articles that contain metadata in more than one 
language. This paper then provides examples to show how the 
language attributes could be useful in common scenarios. In 
its conclusion, this paper requests feedback from the JATS 
community and describes where to send feedback (to the 
JATS-List listserv or the author). Suppl. 1 provides an alpha-
betical list of JATS elements that are currently in scope for the 
proposed changes. 

Existing Language Support in JATS

To begin, it is worth giving attention to the mechanisms that 
are currently available in JATS (including version 1.3 and ear-
lier versions) to support journal articles that contain more 
than one language.

• Identify the language of text
-   The @xml:lang attribute can be placed on an element to 

identify the language of content contained within the el-
ement. The @xml:lang attribute is available on many el-
ements, but not on all elements.

-  The @hreflang attribute can be placed on linking ele-
ments to identify the language of the document that is 
being linked.

-   @xml:lang and @hreflang hold BCP 47/ISO 639 lan-
guage codes which can include tags for script, region, 
variation.

• Contain alternative language versions of text
-   Many elements are allowed to repeat to hold alternate 

language versions of content with the language identi-

fied using the @xml:lang attribute.
-   There are five elements that exist to hold translated ver-

sions of certain information: < trans-title-group > , 
< trans-title > , < trans-subtitle > , < trans-source > , 
< trans-abstract > . These elements are documented as 
being limited to holding translated versions of text for 
their specific items (although we understand that com-
munity usage has been broader than that).

• Characters of any script can be represented
-  Unicode character set supports scripts for most lan-

guages.
-  <private-char> and <inline-graphic> with image files 

can be used for glyphs that are not available in Unicode.
The @xml:lang attribute is defined in the W3C Recommen-

dation Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Fifth Edition) 
[1], which is the standard that defines XML itself, to “identify 
the natural or formal language in which the content is writ-
ten.” The @xml:lang attribute is defined to hold a language 
identifier that conforms to the standard IETF BCP 47 Tags for 
the Identification of Languages [2], which is based on several 
standards including ISO 639 Language Codes. The @xml:lang 
attribute is scoped to apply to the elements’ textual content, 
the elements’ attribute content, and all the elements’ descen-
dants until another xml:lang attribute is encountered. The 
W3C has published an informative document Language tags 
in HTML and XML [3] that explains how the @xml:lang attri-
bute can be used to identify language, script, region, and vari-
ations. The JATS Tag Library also contains informative docu-
mentation about the @xml:lang attribute [4]. 

The scripts for most writing systems in the world can be 
used in JATS documents thanks to the Unicode Character Set 
(ISO/IEC 10646) [5]. Unicode allows the scripts for most lan-
guages, both modern and ancient, to be represented in JATS 
documents. Glyphs that are not available in Unicode can be 
represented in JATS documents using the < private-char >  
and < inline-graphic>  elements along with an image file.

Proposal

This proposal recommends creating a new set of attributes for 
marking up multilingual content. These new attributes, which 
are referred to collectively as the lang-* attributes, should be 
added as a group to block-level elements, text-containing 
metadata elements, and most elements that currently have the 
xml:lang attribute. That is, an element that allows any of the 
lang-* attributes should allow all of them so that all the lang-* 
attributes will be available on elements where users might 
want them. All the lang-*attributes will be:

•   optional, as we expect most documents will not use any of 
them.
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•   provided in the DTD modules as a parameter entity, so 
users who do not want them can easily remove them in 
their local subsets.

A key concept is that of a language group. A language group 
consists of all the alternate language versions of some content. 
This may include versions that are considered parallel, or an 
original and translation(s) or other nonoriginal versions. In 
some documents it is expected/required that all of the lan-
guage versions of content be displayed, in other documents it 
is expected that a display system will select appropriate 
version(s) to display. The members of a language group are 
not wrapped in a structural element but they are associated 
with each other. The lang-* attributes provide the mechanism 
for associating the members of a language group.

The use of attributes, rather than elements, to hold language 
information builds on the existing @xml:lang and @hreflang 
attribute mechanism for marking up the language of content, 
and has the advantages that it:

•   avoids cluttering the tag set with body elements that most 
users will not need.

•   puts structures that are provided in multiple languages in 
the same place in the document as the same structure 
would be if there were only one version of it.

The language attributes will contain metadata to:
•   Identify language using existing attributes @xml:lang and 

@hreflang with standard 2-letter or 3-letter language 
codes, and optionally include identifiers for region, dia-
lect, and ancient languages.

•   Associate alternative language versions of the same pas-
sage using a @lang-group attribute.

•   Label each alternative language version (original, transla-
tion, etc.) using a @lang-variant attribute.

•   Indicate the source of an alternative language version of a 
passage (author, editor, translator, machine, etc.) using a @
lang-source attribute.

•   Mark text that should not be translated (for example by 
automated services like Google Translate) using a @lang-
translate attribute.

•   Indicate intent for how alternative language versions of a 
passage should be displayed (primary, secondary, etc.) us-
ing a @lang-focus attribute.

Example:
<p> <italic id=”phrase001” lang-group=”phrase001” xml: 
lang = ”la” lang-variant = ”original” lang-translate = ”no” 
> carpe diem < /italic >  ( < styled-content lang-group =  
”phrase001” xml:lang = ”en” lang-variant = ”translation” >  
seize the day< /styled-content> )< /p>

The lang-* attributes are described in more detail in the fol-
lowing sections.

There is a distinction between article metadata that is pres-

ent in multiple languages and article content that is present in 
multiple languages. Article metadata typically consists of an 
article’s title, authors, keywords, and other information that 
can be contained within the < front>  element. Article con-
tent typically consists of an article’s text, figures, tables, and 
other content that can be contained within the < body>  and 
< back>  elements. The nature of article metadata allows al-
ternative language versions of metadata items to appear next 
to each other, while the nature of article content is such that 
alternative language versions of content items may need to 
occur in separate locations throughout a document.

•    In situations where article metadata is present in more 
than one language the element that holds the metadata 
item can repeat with a different @xml:lang attribute value 
for each alternative language version. For example, the 
kwd-group element can repeat to hold alternative lan-
guage versions of keywords thus forming a language 
group for keywords.

•   In situations where article content is present in more than 
one language the element that holds the content item can 
repeat with a different @xml:lang attribute value for each 
alternative language version. The alternative language ver-
sions of content items may be in separate locations 
throughout a document. The @lang-group attribute pro-
vides a mechanism to associate alternative language ver-
sions of a content item.

This proposal also recommends changes to bring more 
consistency to tagging article metadata that is present in two 
or more languages. Most structures within article metadata 
are able to repeat with different @xml:lang attribute values to 
hold alternate language versions. This proposal recommends 
making this consistent for all article metadata elements that 
could have alternative language versions. There are a few 
metadata elements that are not allowed to repeat in the cur-
rent version of JATS but which may have alternative language 
versions so these elements should be allowed to repeat. In the 
current version of JATS there is a set of five elements that can 
hold a translated title, subtitle, abstract, and source; these ele-
ments are inconsistent with the way that JATS handles alter-
native language versions of other metadata so this proposal 
recommends deprecating these elements in favor of better 
consistency. Also, since community use of these translation 
elements is not limited to translations, we recommend using 
elements that meet both the needs of current users and of 
producers of multilingual articles.

Language Group attribute @lang-group
The @lang-group (Language Group) attribute is used to asso-
ciate all members of a language group that present alternate 
language versions of the same content. The members of a lan-
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guage group may appear next to each other, in different places 
within a document, or in different documents.

The value of the @lang-group attribute should be the same 
for all the members of a language group to support processing. 
For example, the members of a language group may be pro-
cessed using <xsl:for-each-group select=”//*” group-by=”@
lang-group”> to produce a display of the language group.

@lang-group is defined as IDREF, which enables the DTD 
to assist users in creating links using ID/IDREF. The group 
name must be a valid @id attribute value in the same docu-
ment. For example, the @id attribute could be on one mem-
ber of the language group or on a relevant parent element.

Language Variant attributes @lang-variant and  
@lang-variant-custom
The @lang-variant (Language Variant) attribute indicates how 
language of the text is acting on the content, for example, 
“transliteration,” “phonetic,” or “spoken”. The @lang-variant 
attribute describes the relationship between alternative lan-
guage versions of the content. The @lang-variant attribute la-
bels an alternative language version of a passage; a passage can 
be any piece of content, as small as a word or as big as an en-
tire journal article. The list of values for the @lang-variant at-
tribute should include:

• original – a passage in its original language
•  translation – a translation of a passage into another lan-

guage
•   interpretation – a rewording of a passage into another lan-

guage
•   transcription – a representation of spoken language in a 

written form
•   transliteration – a mapping from one system of writing 

into another
•   phonetic – a representation of speech sounds using pho-

netic symbols
• spoken – a passage spoken aloud
•   unknown – the language relationship is unknown. This is 

not the same as omitting the attribute; this is truly “we do 
not know”.

•   custom – any other label or any combination of the above 
labels, to be used in conjunction with the @lang-variant-
custom attribute.

The @lang-variant-custom (Language Variant Custom) at-
tribute holds a text string to describe the language variant, 
which may be a combination of the values above or any text 
string, when the value of @lang-variant is “custom”. This attri-
bute works in the same way as the @*-custom mechanism 
works for other fixed lists.

The list of values for the @lang-variant attribute may grow 
over time. If usage shows that some combinations of values 

are popular/common those combinations can be added as 
hyphenated values of the base values (e.g., “transcription-
translation”).

By design, this value list does not include “equivalent”. The 
members of a language group will be considered to be equiva-
lent if no @lang-variant attribute is present to differentiate by 
naming one, for example, a “translation”. For example, a title 
and a parallel title (where neither is a translation) are merely 
two titles with different language attribute values, so they are 
equal or equivalent titles.

Language Focus Suggestion attributes @lang-focus and 
@lang-focus-custom
The @lang-focus (Language Focus Suggestion) attribute indi-
cates how members of a language group are related to each 
other, which may be used as a hint for how multiple language 
variants might be displayed. The manner in which the mem-
bers of a language group are displayed is application specific, 
perhaps driven by reader preference. However, the @lang-fo-
cus attribute can be used to provide hints in markup about 
the authors’ intention for how a language group should be 
displayed. The list of values for the @lang-focus attribute 
should include:

•   primary – The text has a more central focus than other 
language variants in the group. In display, such text is typi-
cally made more prominent or be the only focus dis-
played.

•    secondary – The text is not the primary textual focus in 
the language group. In display, such text is typically less 
prominent.

•   undefined – No recommendation is made concerning the 
relative focus of the language variants, thus all variants are 
intended to be displayed the same way. In display, all lan-
guage variants are typically displayed in document order.

•   custom – The language relationship is not any of the spe-
cific listed values. The @lang-focus-custom attribute 
should be used to specify the relationship.

The @lang-focus-custom (Language Focus Suggestion Cus-
tom) attribute holds a text string to indicate how members of 
a language group are related when the value of @lang-focus is 
“custom”. This attribute works in the same way as the @*-cus-
tom mechanism works for other fixed lists.

Language Source attributes @lang-source and  
@lang-source-custom
The @lang-source (Language Source) attribute indicates the 
source of an alternative language version. The list of values for 
the @lang-source attribute should include:

• author – provided by an author of the article
• editor – provided by an editor of the article
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• translator – provided by a human translator
•   machine – provided by a machine (for example, automat-

ed translation software)
•   custom – The source is not any of the specific listed val-

ues. The @lang-source-custom attribute should be used to 
specify the source.

The @lang-source-custom (Language Source Custom) at-
tribute holds a text string to indicate the source when the val-
ue of @lang-source is “custom”. This attribute works in the 
same way as the @*-custom mechanism works for other fixed 
lists.

Language Translate attribute @lang-translate
The @lang-translate (Language Translate) attribute is used to 
specify whether an element’s content is to be translated when 
the content is localized or whether to leave the content un-
changed. Text that should not be translated, for example auto-
matically by Google translate, can be tagged with attribute 
lang-translate = ”no” to indicate that the text should not be 
translated. The @lang-translate attribute can hold a value of 
either “no” or “yes”.

If a passage of text that should not be translated that is 
tagged with lang-translate = ”no” contains text that can be 
translated, the setting can be toggled by adding attribute lang-
translate= ”yes” to the text that can be translated.

The @lang-translate attribute is based on the HTML5  
@translate attribute, which is defined in the HTML5 standard 
[6] and described in “Using HTML’s translate attribute” [7].

Add @xml:lang and lang-* attributes to face markup 
elements
It is very common for text that is in a different language than 
the surrounding text to be set apart stylistically, for example in 
italicized font using the <italic> element. However, the <ital-
ic> element does not allow the @xml:lang attribute in JATS 1.3 
and earlier versions of JATS. The @xml:lang and lang-* attri-
butes should be available on all face markup elements.

• italic
• roman
• sans-serif
• sc
• strike
• bold
• monospace
• overline
• underline
• rb
• rt
• styled-content
The lang-* attributes will also be added to structural ele-

ments. Suppl. 1 to this paper contains a list of all elements that 
are proposed to receive lang-* attributes.

New <content-language> element
In current versions of JATS (version 1.3 and earlier) there is 
no way to identify the languages of an article in cases where 
the main content of the article is provided in two or more lan-
guages.

For the majority of journal articles, which have the content 
of the article in one language and perhaps have metadata and 
some text passages in other languages, the @xml:lang attri-
bute on the < article>  element can identify the primary lan-
guage of the article. However, for journal articles in which the 
text of the article is provided in more than one language,  
the @xml:lang attribute cannot hold multiple values. The  
@xml:lang attribute can hold a value “mul”, which is defined 
by ISO 639 to indicate “multiple languages”, but this does not 
identify what the multiple languages are.

Book Interchange Tag Suite (BITS) [8] and NISO STS [9], 
which are part of the family of tag sets that are based on JATS, 
have a < content-language>  element that can hold metadata 
to identify each primary language when a document contains 
more than one primary language.

The BTIS Tag Library says of < content-language> : 
•  Part of the metadata of a document used to identify the 

primary language(s) used in the document. This element 
should appear once for each primary language. For Best 
Practice, the content of < content-language >  should be 
the two-letter ISO 639 code for the language that are typi-
cally used as values for @xml:lang., for example, “en” for 
English, “de” for German, or “es” for Spanish.

•  The tag set is agnostic on how “primary” is defined, leav-
ing that decision to each producer. However, the intent of 
this element is to record the principle languages used in a 
multi-lingual document, not to state that three Latin quo-
tations are intermixed with primarily German content. An 
abstract in Spanish in an otherwise Portuguese paper 
would be a single primary language.

The < content-language >  element is only useful in situa-
tions where the < article >  element has attribute @xml: 
lang= ”mul” to identify what the multiple languages are. The 
< content-language >  element should appear once for each 
primary language used in the text of a multi-lingual docu-
ment. There is no value in using the <content-language> ele-
ment in a monolingual document (one where the @xml:lang 
attribute on <article> element has a value other than “mul”).

The <content-language> element should be added to JATS, 
and allowed to appear as a repeatable optional element within 
<article-meta >. Within the content model of the <article-
meta> element, the <content-language> element should be 
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placed after <author-notes> element. This placement is based 
on the content model of the <book-meta> element in BITS.

For articles that have the main content of the article pre-
sented in more than one language it will be recommended to:

1. Use @xml:lang= ”mul” on the < article>  root element.
2.  Include a < content-language>  element with a language 

code for each primary language in the main < article-
meta>  in < front> .

3.  Tag a < sub-article>  element with attributes @xml:lang 
and @lang-group for each alternative language version of 
the main content. The @lang-variant, @lang-focus, and 
@lang-source attributes could also be usefully applied to 
the < sub-article>  elements if desired.

Changes to <article-meta> and <front-stub> for metadata 
in more than one language
The content model of the < article-meta>  and < front-stub>  
elements should be updated to:

1.  Add < content-language >  element as optional and re-
peatable after < author-notes> .

2.  Allow < author-notes>  to repeat in order to allow alter-
native language versions of author notes.

3.  Allow < supplement>  to repeat and clarify its use in the 
documentation of this element.

4.  Allow < title-group>  to repeat in order for article title to 
be provided in more than one language.

All other article metadata elements are already able to re-
peat for multiple languages. Article metadata elements are ei-
ther able to repeat directly within < article-meta >  (and 
< front-stub> ) or they can be placed in a grouping element 
where it is allowed to repeat. 

Examples of metadata elements that repeat within a group-
ing element are:

1.  < article-version>  can repeat within < article-version-al-
ternatives> .

2.  < article-categories >  can contain repeatable < subj-
group> , < series-title> , and < series-text>  elements.

3.  < volume-series >  can repeat within < volume-issue-
group> .

4. < issue-part>  can repeat within < volume-issue-group> .
5.  < pub-history >  can contain repeatable < event >  ele-

ments.
6. < history>  can contain repeatable < date>  elements.
7.  < permissions >  can contain repeatable < copyright-

statement> , < copyright-holder> , < license>  elements.
8.  < name>  for a contributor can repeat within < name-al-

ternatives> .
9. < aff>  can repeat within < aff-alternatives> .
10.  < institution >  in a funding source or in an affiliation 

can repeat within < institution-wrap> .

There are a few article metadata elements that are not al-
lowed to repeat and are not likely to have alternative language 
versions, as is the case with the page range and < elocation-
id>  elements.

Article title, issue title, and journal title
The metadata elements that hold article title, issue title, and 
journal title should all handle alternate language versions in a 
consistent manner. Each title group element (< title-group>  
for article title, < issue-title-group>  for issue title, and < jour-
nal-title-group>  for journal title) should be able to repeat to 
hold alternative language versions. This approach keeps the 
corresponding title elements for each language version to-
gether (for example, a title group with the French article title 
with the French article subtitle, and a title group with the 
English article title with the English article subtitle).

The @xml:lang attribute should be placed on the group ele-
ment, unless the article has a very rare exception in which a 
title and corresponding subtitle are in different languages. The 
lang-* attribute group should be added to the < title-group>  
element.

Within the group element, the title element should be re-
quired once (< article-title>  in < title-group> , < issue-title>  
in < issue-title-group> , and < journal-title>  in < journal-ti-
tle-group> ).

The current version of JATS contains inconsistencies in 
how the metadata elements for article title, issue title, and 
journal title are modeled. 
This proposal recommends bringing consistency with these 
changes:

•   For article title, the < title-group>  element should be al-
lowed to repeat within < article-meta>  so that the article 
title, subtitle, and alternate titles can be provided in more 
than one language. The @xml:lang and @lang-* attributes 
should be added to < title-group> .

•   For issue title, the < issue-title-group>  element can repeat 
to hold alternative language versions of an issue title and 
issue subtitle. The lang-* attributes should be added to the 
< issue-title-group>  element.

•   For journal title, the < journal-title-group>  element can 
repeat to hold journal title and subtitle in more than one 
language. The < journal-title>  element, which is optional 
in current version JATS, should be required once in 
< journal-title-group > . The lang-* attributes and the @
xml:lang attribute should be added to the < journal-title-
group>  element.

Retire translation elements
The current version of JATS (version 1.3) and all previous 
versions, including JATS’ predecessor NLM DTD, have five 
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elements that are designated to hold translations of certain 
metadata information. These elements are: < trans-abstract> , 
< trans-title-group > , < trans-title > , < trans-subtitle > , and 
< trans-source> . Each of these elements has a corresponding 
main element that can take an @xml:lang attribute and repeat 
for alternative language versions. Providing designated trans-
lation elements for a few metadata items is inconsistent, po-
tentially misleading, and not as capable of handling the com-
plexities of real multi-lingual documents.

This proposal recommends documenting the translation 
elements as deprecated to discourage their use, and then re-
moving the translation elements in a future non-backwards 
compatible version of JATS.

The five translation elements and their preferred replace-
ment elements are:

1. < trans-abstract>  - instead use < abstract>
2. < trans-title-group>  - instead:

o In < title-group>  repeat the < title-group>
o  In < journal-title-group >  repeat the < journal-title-

group>
o In < issue-title-group>  repeat the < issue-title-group>

3. < trans-title>  - instead:
o In citation contexts use < article-title>  or < part-title>
o In < title-group>  use < article-title>
o In < journal-title-group>  use < journal-title>
o In < issue-title-group>  use < issue-title>

4. < trans-subtitle>  - instead:
o In < title-group>  use < subtitle>
o In < journal-title-group>  use < journal-subtitle>
o In < issue-title-group>  use < issue-subtitle>

5. < trans-source>  - instead use < source>

Processing metadata
A new optional attribute @lang-grouping (Language Group-
ing Use) should be added to the < processing-meta>  element. 
The @lang-grouping attribute flags to users that language 
grouping features are used in the document and may need to 
be processed. The values that are allowed in the @lang-group-
ing attribute are “yes” and “no.”

The @lang-grouping attribute is only used on the < pro-
cessing-meta >  element, so @lang-grouping is the only lan-
guage attribute that is not part of the lang-* attribute group.

Maintaining full text semantics
The modifications that we propose making to the JATS tag set 
do not alter the way in which the contents of a journal article 
may be semantically tagged in JATS. The lang-* attributes 
provide ways to group together alternative language versions 
in text that is tagged with the usual semantics of the JATS syn-
tax. The use of two or more languages may often suggest rep-

etition of parts of the text. Most elements (such as paragraphs 
and face-markup) may naturally repeat when there are alter-
native language versions of text present. Some elements may 
be grouped with elements of another kind and in another lo-
cation to express their language relation (such as display 
quotes or verses and their translation). Some components 
might be more challenging. For example, while tables can 
contain translated content, the fundamental table structure 
must not be broken; supplying additional cell entries in a row 
would collide with how tables work and should not be done. 
The handling of multilingual content may in some cases de-
mand some design insight from the user.

Examples

The following examples show some of the ways in which the 
language attributes could be useful in common scenarios:

•  article metadata (article title, keywords, abstract, etc.) in 
two or more languages

•  substantial portions of content in two or more languages
• the entire document in two or more languages

Metadata items in two or more languages
Article title
< title-group xml:lang = ”en” lang-variant = ”original” lang-

source= ”author”>
< article-title > Exposure to COVID-19 risk representations 

and state depressive symptoms in a United Kingdom sam-
ple: a preliminary experimental study< /article-title>

< /title-group>
< title-group xml:lang= ”es” lang-variant= ”translation” lang-

source= ”translator”>
< article-title> Representaciones de riesgos referentes a la ex-

posición al COVID-19 y síntomas depresivos actuales en 
una muestra del Reino Unido: un estudio experimental 
preliminar< /article-title>

< /title-group>

Issue title
< issue-title-group xml:lang= ”en”>
< issue-title > SPECIAL ISSUE: COVID 19: THE PSYCHO-

LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF LOCKDOWN< /issue-
title>

< /issue-title-group>
< issue-title-group xml:lang= ”es”>
< issue-title > NÚMERO ESPECIAL: COVID 19: CONSE-

CUENCIAS PSICOLÓGICAS DEL CONFINAMIEN-
TO< /issue-title>

< /issue-title-group>
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Journal title
< journal-title-group xml:lang= ”en”>
< journal-title> Studies in Psychology< /journal-title>
< /journal-title-group>
< journal-title-group xml:lang= ”es”>
< journal-title> Estudios de Psicología< /journal-title>
< /journal-title-group>

Article abstract
< abstract xml:lang = ”en” lang-variant = ”original” lang-

source= ”author”>
< title> ABSTRACT< /title>
< p > This study examined the impact of being in lock-

down...< /p>
< /abstract>
< abstract xml:lang = ”es” lang-variant = ”translation” lang-

source= ”translator”>
< title> RESUMEN< /title>
<p>Este estudio analizó el impacto del confinamiento...</p>
< /abstract>

Article keywords
< kwd-group kwd-group-type= ”author” xml:lang= ”en” lang-

variant= ”original” lang-source= ”author”>
< title> KEYWORDS< /title>  
< kwd> COVID-19< /kwd>  
< kwd> risk< /kwd>  
< kwd> lockdown< /kwd>  
< kwd> social representations< /kwd>  
< kwd> depression< /kwd>  
< kwd> anxiety< /kwd>  
< kwd> stress< /kwd>  
< /kwd-group>
< kwd-group kwd-group-type= ”author” xml:lang= ”es” lang-

variant= ”translation” lang-source= ”translator”>  
< title> PALABRAS CLAVE< /title>  
< kwd> COVID-19< /kwd>  
< kwd> riesgo< /kwd>  
< kwd> confinamiento< /kwd>  
< kwd> representaciones sociales< /kwd>  
< kwd> depresión< /kwd>  
< kwd> ansiedad< /kwd>  
< kwd> estrés< /kwd>  
< /kwd-group>

Funding source
< funding-group>
< award-group>
< funding-source>
< institution-wrap>

< institution xml:lang= ”es” lang-focus= ”primary”> Consejo 
Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas< /insti-
tution>

<institution xml:lang=”en” lang-focus= ”secondary”> National 
Scientific and Technical Research Council< /institution>

< institution xml:lang= ”es” lang-focus= ”secondary”> < abbr
ev> CONICET< /abbrev> < /institution>

< institution-id institution-id-type = ”open-funder-registry” 
> 10.13039/501100002923< /institution-id>

< /institution-wrap>
< /funding-source>
< award-id> PIP 112201 501000 80CO< /award-id>
< /award-group>
< /funding-group>

Content items in two or more languages
Figure
< fig id= ”f0001” lang-group= ”f0001” xml:lang= ”en”>
< label> Figure 1.< /label>
< caption > < p > Number of people who use each source of 

information about COVID-19 in the early phase of the CO-
VID-19 outbreak in the UK< /p> < /caption>

< graphic xlink:href= ”REDP_A_1950461_F0001_B.jpg”/>
< /fig>
< fig id= ”f0003” lang-group= ”f0001” xml:lang= ”es”>
< label> Figura 1.< /label>
< caption> < p> Número de personas que utilizan cada una 

de las fuentes de información sobre el COVID-19 en la fase 
temprana de la crisis del COVID-19 en el Reino Unido< /
p> < /caption>

< graphic xlink:href= ”REDP_A_1950461_F0003_B.jpg”/>
< /fig>

Table
< table-wrap id = ”t0001” lang-group = ”t0001” xml:lang =  

”en”>
< label> Table 1.< /label>
< caption > < p > Socio-demographic characteristics of the 

sample< /p> < /caption>
...< /table-wrap>
<table-wrap id=”t0004” lang-group=”t0001” xml:lang=”es”>
< label> Tabla 1.< /label>
< caption > < p > Características demográficas de la mues-

tra< /p> < /caption>
...< /table-wrap>

Section
< sec id= ”s0004” lang-group= ”s0004” xml:lang= ”en”>
< title> Social representations of risk< /title>
...< /sec>
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< sec id= ”s0012” lang-group= ”s0004” xml:lang= ”es”>
< title> Representaciones sociales de riesgo< /title>
...< /sec>

Phrase
< p > < italic id = ”phrase001” lang-group = ”phrase001” 

xml:lang = ”la” lang-variant = ”original” lang-translate =  
”no” > carpe diem < /italic >  ( < styled-content lang-group 
= ”phrase001” xml:lang = ”en” lang-variant = ”translation” 
> seize the day< /styled-content> )< /p>

Full text in two or more languages
There are two general approaches that publishers follow when 
publishing journal articles where the full text of the article is 
provided in two or more languages. The JATS tag set can sup-
port either of these approaches.

•  Full text in two or more languages published as one arti-
cle.

•  Full text in two or more languages published as separate 
articles.

The decision of which of these approaches to use can be in-
fluenced by a variety of factors that may include timing (for 
example, whether a translation or alternate language version 
is ready before or after publication), publishing agreements, 
and content management needs.

Full text in two or more languages in one article
A journal article that contains the full text of the article in 
more than one language can be tagged as follows.

•  The < article >  root element should have attribute xml: 
lang= ”mul” (multiple languages).

•  Each language should be identified by a < content-lan-
guage>  element containing a 2-letter language code with-
in < article-meta>  in < front> .

•  Each alternative language version should be tagged in a 
< sub-article >  element with an @xml:lang attribute to 
identify the language and a @lang-group attribute to con-
nect the alternative language versions.

This approach allows a wide variety of options to choose 
from in regard to how much of the article’s content is present-
ed with alternate language versions or with only one language. 
For example: figures and tables might be present with alterna-
tive language versions or only once, a reference list might be 
present only once. Any content item that is presented with al-
ternate language versions can be tagged using the language at-
tributes to identify each one as part of a language group.

Full text in two or more languages in separate articles
When a journal article has alternative language versions pub-
lished as separate articles, each separate article may be linked 

together using the < related-article>  element.
The < related-article>  element uses the @xlink:href attri-

bute to point to another article. The @hreflang attribute can 
identify the language of the article that is pointed to by the  
@xlink:href link. The @related-article-type attribute identifies 
the type of relationship that the related article has to the cur-
rent article.

The @related-article-type attribute value “alt-language” in-
dicates that the linked article is an alternative language ver-
sion of the current article.
< related-article related-article-type= ”alt-language” hreflang 

= ”de” xlink:href = ”10.5414/ALP33164” ext-link-type =  
”doi”/>
The @related-article-type attribute value “translated-article” 

indicates that the linked article is an earlier, possibly original, 
language version of the current article.
< related-article related-article-type = ”translated-article” 

hreflang= ”en” xlink:href= ”10.5555/lvh.2016.5.3” ext-link-
type= ”doi”/>

Conclusion

As greater numbers of researchers and publishers become in-
terested in publishing journal articles that contain multilin-
gual content, and as the technical challenges of doing so are 
increasingly solved, there may be new opportunities. Lan-
guage metadata in journal articles could be used in a variety 
of ways such as: improving accessibility and discovery by pro-
viding metadata that identifies the language to screen readers 
and search engines; linking and navigation within an article; 
repackaging multi-language content in new forms; and re-
searchers using text mining or distant reading tools may find 
creative and useful ways to use language metadata to analyze 
and visualize text.

The members of the NISO JATS Standing Committee and 
the JATS Multi-lingual Article Subcommittee have made an 
effort to suggest new structures within the JATS tag set that 
can usefully be employed by JATS users who have multilin-
gual content. The world of academic publishing is large, as is 
the world of publishing in general, and it is likely that there 
are use cases for multilingual content in existence that have 
not come to the attention of the project team. Therefore, this 
paper concludes with a call to the JATS community to provide 
additional use cases, suggestions, feedback, and discussion re-
garding the proposal set forth in this paper. Comments can be 
sent to the JATS-List listserv or to the author of this paper. 
The details about how to subscribe to the JATS-List listserv 
are available at https://www.mulberrytech.com/JATS/JATS-
List/.

https://www.mulberrytech.com/JATS/JATS-List/.
https://www.mulberrytech.com/JATS/JATS-List/.
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